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Abstract. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are popular because they pro-
vide a paradigm that naturally meets the current demand to design
and implement distributed intelligent systems. When developing a multi-
agent application, it is common to use ontologies to provide the domain-
specific knowledge and vocabulary necessary for agents to achieve the
system goals. In this paper, we propose an approach in which agents can
query semantic reasoners and use the received inferences to build expla-
nations for such reasoning. Also, thanks to an internal representation of
inference rules used to build explanations, in the form of argumentation
schemes, agents are able to reason and make decisions based on the an-
swers from the semantic reasoner. Furthermore, agents can communicate
the built explanation to other agents and humans, using computational
or natural language representations of arguments. Our approach paves
the way towards multi-agent systems able to provide explanations from
the reasoning carried out by semantic reasoners.

Keywords: Argumentation Schemes, Multi-agent Systems, Semantic Reason-
ing, Explainability.

1 Introduction

Explainability is pointed out as an essential characteristic in artificial intelli-
gence applications, because it provides users with the necessary information for
them to effectively understand, trust, and manage such applications [20]. The
need for explaining a decision/reasoning/action was discussed as early as the
1970s, starting with the development of expert systems and the need for those
systems to explain their decisions [1]. Nowadays, explainability becomes an es-
sential characteristic in MAS [40], given that MAS are one of the most powerful
paradigms to implement complex distributed systems powered by artificial in-
telligence techniques.
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Ontologies are known for empowering the execution of semantic reasoners,
providing functionalities such as consistency checking [36]. Also, ontologies make
it possible to share a common understanding of the structure of information
among people and software agents as well as to reuse domain knowledge [17].
Integrating semantic reasoners and ontologies with agents enhances the knowl-
edge representation features and reasoning capabilities of MAS applications [14].
Indeed, one notable possibility resulting from the use of ontologies in MAS is the
capability of software agents to infer new knowledge based on logic rules [25] that
can be applied by semantic reasoners. In this context, although semantic reason-
ers provide the computational steps (logic rules, concepts, etc.) used during in-
ferences for an answer (i.e., query answering systems), they are not user-friendly
explanations, and it would be difficult for users to understand those answers
provided by semantic reasoners. Thus, in this paper, we propose an approach in
which software agents are able to query semantic reasoners to obtain the answer,
containing the trace of computational steps used for a particular inference, then
they are able to translate those computational steps to explanations that can be
communicated to software agents and humans, using computational and natural
language representations of arguments. Our approach is based on the idea that
inference rules, used by semantic reasoners to provide answers to queries, can be
internally represented and stored by agents as argumentation schemes used to
instantiate arguments based on the argumentation-based framework in [28, 31].

The contributions of this work are: (i) we propose an approach that enables
agents to query semantic reasoners and explain the received answer to other
software agents or human users, as illustrated in Figure 1; (ii) our approach
allows the automatic translation of inference rules from answers received when
querying semantic reasoners into argumentation schemes written in an Agent
Oriented Programming Language (AOPL) (arrow 1 in Figure 1). Translating
those inferences into argumentation schemes, like those proposed by [39], bring
us two main benefits. First, agents can store in their belief bases the argumen-
tation schemes extracted from the answers obtained from the semantic reasoner
and use them to instantiate arguments they can use for reasoning and commu-
nication (arrow 2 in Figure 1). Second, using natural language templates for
those argumentation schemes (arrows 3 and 4 in Figure 1), agents can trans-
late computational arguments into natural language arguments, using them to
build natural language explanations for human users; and (iii) we describe a
real-world multi-agent application for bed allocation in hospitals, exemplifying
our approach based on what we have developed for that application.

1
Inferences used by semantic reasoners to provide answers

 
2 3

Computational representation for Argumentation Schemes

      Machine readable explanation for software agentes

Human readable explanation for users in natural language

4
Natural Language Templates for Argumentation Schemes

Fig. 1. Our approach for explaining semantic reasoning.
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2 Background

2.1 Agent Oriented Programming Languages

Among the many AOPLs and platforms, such as Jason, Jadex, Jack, Agent-
Factory, 2APL, GOAL, Golog, and MetateM, as discussed in [3], we chose the
Jason platform [4] to implement our work. Jason provides excellent concep-
tual/theoretical support; it extends the AgentSpeak language, an abstract logic-
based AOPL introduced by Rao [32], which is one of the best-known languages
inspired by the Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI) architecture. Besides specify-
ing BDI agents with well-defined mental attitudes, the Jason platform has some
other features that are particularly interesting for our work, for example, strong
negation, belief annotations, and (customisable) speech-act based communica-
tion.

2.2 Argumentation Schemes

Argumentation schemes represent reasoning/argument patterns normally found
in daily conversation, as well as in specific argumentation, as scientific argumen-
tation (scientific reports, discourses, etc.) [39]. Argumentation schemes provide a
very elegant manner to represent and analyse these common argument patterns
that are naturally found in the construction of reasoning.

For example, the Argument from role to know in MAS (role to know for
short) from [31, 28] is represented as follows:

“Agent ag is currently playing a role R (its position) that implies know-
ing things in a certain subject domain S containing proposition A (Ma-
jor Premise). ag asserts that A (in domain S) is true (or false) (Minor
Premise). A is true (or false) (Conclusion)”.

In order to allow agents to instantiate arguments from argumentation schemes,
Panisson and colleagues [26, 27, 31, 28] have proposed a framework to represent
argumentation schemes in Jason multi-agent platform using defeasible inference
rules. For example, the argumentation scheme role to know is represented in
Jason as follows5:
defeasible_rule(Conclusion,[role(Agent,Role), role_to_know(Role,Domain),

asserts(Agent,Conclusion),about(Conclusion,Domain)])[as(role_to_know)].

where the agents are able to instantiate such argumentation schemes with the
information available to them and to evaluate the acceptability of the conclusion
based on the interactions among such instantiated arguments [31, 28].

For example, imagine that an agent ag knows that john (another agent in the
system) is playing the role of doctor — role(john, doctor). Further, ag knows
that doctors know about cancer — role_to_know(doctor, cancer). Therefore,
if john asserts that “smoking causes cancer ” — asserts(john, causes(smoking,

5 Note that argumentation schemes are modelled as agents beliefs, and the annotation
[as(as_name)] is used to distinguish argumentation schemes from other beliefs.
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cancer)), and given that causes of cancer are a subject matter related to cancer
— about(causes(smoking, cancer), cancer), ag is able to instantiate the argu-
mentation scheme role to know, which allows ag to conclude that smoking causes
cancer — causes(smoking, cancer), based on the unification function {Agent 7→
john, Role 7→ doctor, Domain 7→ cancer, Conclusion 7→ causes(smoking,
cancer)}.

Further, argumentation schemes combined with natural language templates
can be used for translating arguments from a computational representation to
natural language representation [29]. For example, the natural language template
for the argumentation scheme role_to_know is as follows:

⟨ “<Agent> is a <Role>, and <Role>s know about <Domain>. <Agent> asserts
<Conclusion>, therefore we should believe that <Conclusion>”.⟩[as(role_to_know)]

using the same unification function {Agent 7→ john, Role 7→ doctor, Domain 7→
cancer, Conclusion 7→ causes(smoking, cancer)}, it is possible to build the
following natural language argument:

⟨“john is a doctor, and doctors know about cancer. john asserts smoking causes
cancer, therefore we should believe that smoking causes cancer”.⟩[as(role_to_know)]

2.3 OWL Ontologies

An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualisation
consisting of concepts or classes, relationships, instances, attributes, axioms, re-
strictions, rules, and events [18, 38]. Currently, ontologies are used in projects
of several domains: Internet of Things (IoT) [22], smart cities [6], higher edu-
cation [37], among others. A standard for representing ontologies that is widely
used both in academia and industry is the OWL (Ontology Web Language),
based on formal logic. OWL is based on description logic and has an inference
mechanism based on this logic developed in the context of the global Semantic
Web project and graphical editors for the creation of ontologies [38].

When developing an ontology, Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [25]
can be used to model more sophisticated inferences, and they are specified in the
following format: pre1, . . . , pren− > conc, with pre1, . . . , pren the n premises of
the rule, and conc the conclusion of the rule.

3 Scenario

In this paper, we use a scenario of bed allocation in hospitals, based on the
work reported in [10, 11, 8, 12], in order to exemplify how we have built our
approach for explaining semantic reasoning using argumentation. Bed allocation
is a challenge hospitals face since hospital beds are scarce, and when poorly
managed, it can generate long lines and chaos in emergency rooms [19]. The large
number of constraints that need to be considered during the allocation process
makes this process difficult for humans to perform. Considering that MAS can
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be powered by different artificial intelligence techniques, they are suitable to
deal with complex problems like bed allocation in hospitals. Thanks to recent
developments, MAS are equipped with communication in natural language [10,
9] and ontological reasoning [14].

Below, we have an example of dialogue that occurs in the multi-agent appli-
cation developed, in which a human operator tries to allocate a patient named
patient2 to the bed 101b; however, bed 101b is considered unsuitable for that
patient given the hospital rules modelled in the domain-specific ontology of that
application. Thus, the agent (software agent) responsible to assist the bed allo-
cation in the multi-agent application opens a dialogue with the human operator
to inform that bed is not suitable for that patient, later explaining why it is not
suitable:

− Assistant: Your bed allocation plan has flaws. Bed 101b is unsuitable for patient2.
− Operator: Why do you think bed 101b is unsuitable for patient2?
− Assistant: Because patient patient1 is of care semi-Intensive-Care and occupies

bed 101a. So bed 101a is of care semi-Intensive-Care. Bed 101a is in bedroom 101
and it is of care semi-Intensive-Care. So bedroom 101 is of care semi-Intensive-Care.
Bed 101b is in bedroom 101 and bedroom 101 is of care semi-Intensive-Care. So
bed 101b is of care semi-Intensive-Care. Patient patient2 is of care minimal-Care
and bed 101b is of care semi-Intensive-Care that is different from minimal-Care.
So bed 101b is unsuitable for patient patient2.

− Operator: And how about bed 103a? Is it suitable?
− Assistant: No, it isn’t.
− Operator: Why?
− Assistant: Because patient patient3 is of care intensive-Care and occupies bed

103b. So bed 103b is of care intensive-Care. Bed 103b is in bedroom 103 and is
of care intensive-Care. So bedroom 103 is of care intensive-Care. Bed 103a is in
bedroom 103 and bedroom 103 is of care intensive-Care. So bed 103a is of care
intensive-Care. Patient patient2 is of care minimal-Care and bed 103a is of care
intensive-Care that is different from minimal-Care. So bed 103a is unsuitable for
patient patient2.

This dialogue in natural language is resulting from the approach we will
present in this paper, combined with other technologies: (i) Dial4JaCa6 [10],
which allows the integration between chatbot technologies and MAS, and it is
used to identify users’ intentions and to extract entities from natural language
inputs as well as to provide responses to users in natural language; and (ii) an
interface between MAS and ontologies [14], which allows extending the agents’
belief bases with semantic technologies. While Dial4JaCa represents an impor-
tant component in the multi-agent application developed, which provides an
interactive interface with human users, in this work we are going to focus only
on the the components necessary to present our approach, namely the interface
between ontologies and MAS.

6 https://github.com/smart-pucrs/Dial4JaCa
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4 Querying Ontologies

In a series of papers, Freitas and colleagues [14, 13, 15] developed an approach
to interface OWL ontologies and MAS using CArtAgO artifacts [33]. Using the
proposed approach, agents are able to store, access, and query domain-specific
OWL ontologies. The infrastructure proposed by [14] has been used in different
applications as evidenced by [30, 35], and it provides an elegant architecture for
engineering intelligent systems based on the MAS paradigm.

While agents are able to query OWL ontologies using the approach developed
in [14], the interface does not provide explanations for queries, or even traces
of computational steps used by the semantic reasoner to reach that particular
conclusion. Even though an agent would have access to answers from semantic
reasoners, queries result from complex reasoning executed over domain-specific
inference rules, modelled using SWRL rules [25], and those inferences would not
be easily understood by software agents in their original form7.

We have extended the approach presented by [14] to process the traces of
computational steps (including the application of inference rules) used by se-
mantics reasoners during queries to OWL ontologies. Then, using our approach
to translate those answers into an agent-oriented programming representation,
agents are able not only to understand and manipulate that information but also
to build explanations from external semantic reasoning.

5 Translating SWRL rules into Argumentation Schemes

Our approach for building explanations for answers from semantic reasoners is
based on the idea that agents are able to internally model and store inference
rules returned by semantic reasoners (when providing an answer for a query)
using argumentation schemes like those presented in Section 2.2, which are pro-
cessed by agents using the framework presented in [31, 28]. Then, using templates
in natural language for argumentation schemes, also introduced in Section 2.2,
agents build natural language explanations for those answers.

First, we provide an approach for agents to query semantic reasoners, ob-
taining the answer for the queries in the format of traces of computational steps
(including concepts, classes and inference rules) used by the semantic reasoner
to infer that particular query.We implemented our approach using a CArtAgO
artifact [34], using the OWL API8 (a Java API for creating, manipulating and se-
rializing OWL Ontologies) as a basis for querying ontologies in conjunction with
Openllet9 (an open-source OWL DL reasoner for Java) to extract the answers
about inferences made based on SWRL rules.

Through the CArtAgO artifact developed, we provide agents with an opera-
tion called getExplanation that receives as a parameter the string correspond-
ing to the objectProperty (e.g. "is-unsuitable-for") that relates the indi-
viduals, and the predicate corresponding to the query (e.g. is_unsuitable_for
7 Frequently, they are not easily understood even by users of those technologies
8 https://github.com/owlcs/owlapi
9 https://github.com/Galigator/openllet
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Table 1. Correspondence between Answers from Semantic Reasoners and an AOPL
Representation.

Answer from the Semantic Reasoner Representation in AOPL
101b is-in 101 is_in("101b","101")

DifferentIndividuals: Intensive-Care,
Minimal-Care, Semi-Intensive-Care

isDifferentFrom("Intensive-Care","Minimal-Care")
isDifferentFrom("Intensive-Care","Semi-Intensive-Care")
isDifferentFrom("Minimal-Care","Semi-Intensive-Care")

101a is-in 101 is_in("101a","101")
Patient2 is-care Minimal-Care is_care("Patient2","Minimal-Care")
101b Type Hospital_Bed hospital_Bed("101b")
Hospital_Bed(?B1r), Bedroom(?Br),
is-in(?B1r,?Br), bed-is-care(?B1r,?C1r) ->
bedroom-is-care (?Br,?C1r)

defeasible_rule(bedroom_is_care(Br,C1r),
[hospital_Bed(B1r),bedroom(Br),is_in(B1r,Br),
bed_is_care(B1r,C1r)])[as(<schemeName>)]

101a Type Hospital_Bed hospital_Bed("101a")
Patient(?P2r), Hospital_Bed(?B2r),
is-care(?P2r,?C2r), bed-is-care(?B2r,?C1r),
DifferentFrom(?C1r,?C2r) ->
is-unsuitable-for(?B2r,?P2r)

defeasible_rule(is_unsuitable_for(B2r,P2r)[patient(P2r),
hospital_Bed(B2r),is_care(P2r,C2r),bed_is_care(B2r,C1r),
differentFrom(C1r,C2r)])[as(<schemeName>)]

101 Type Bedroom bedroom("101")
Hospital_Bed(?B2r), Bedroom(?Br),
is-in(?B2r,?Br), bedroom-is-care(?Br,?C1r) ->
bed-is-care(?B2r,?C1r)

defeasible_rule(bed_is_care(B2r,C1r),
[hospital_Bed(B2r),bedroom(Br),is_in(B2r,Br),
bedroom_is_care(Br,C1r)])[as(<schemeName>)]

Patient1 occupy-one 101a occupy_one("Patient1","101a")
Patient1 is-care Semi-Intensive-Care is_care("Patient1","Semi-Intensive-Care")
Patient2 Type Patient patient("Patient2")
Patient(?P1r), is-care(?P1r,?C1r),
Hospital_Bed(?B1r), occupy-one(?P1r,?BIr) ->
bed-is-care(?BIr,?C1r)

defeasible_rule(bed_is_care(B1r,C1r),
[patient(P1r),is_care(P1r,C1r),hospital_Bed(B1r),
occupy_one(P1r,B1r)])[as(<schemeName>)]

Patient1 Type Patient patient("Patient1")

("101b","patient2")). Then, the artifact executes the query to the semantic
reasoner, and provides the answer to agents in the following format:

explanationTerms(rules(RulesList),assertions(AList),classInfo(CInfoList))

To build this internal representation based on the data returned for OWL
API and Openllet we created a class that converts each axiom to an AOPL rep-
resentation. An example of this process is shown in Table 1, based on the answer
received by the assistant agent from the running scenario presented in Section 3.
Also, our approach translates the inference rules returned into an answer to the
format of argumentation schemes. This representation allows agents to build ar-
guments from the reasoning patterns extracted from the answers, being able to
reason, understand and communicate arguments instantiated from these argu-
mentation schemes using the argumentation-based framework presented in [31].

We also created an internal action named unifyRule that receives as pa-
rameters the rule list and the assertion list that we identified with the logical
variables RulesList and AList, respectively, in the explanationTerms internal
representation introduced above. It allows agents to unify terms in argumen-
tation schemes based on the assertions received in the answer provided by our
interface. That is, the unification function is obtained from RulesList, AList,
and CInfoList. This process provides agents with the set of arguments extracted
from the answer, which we call here an argumentation-based explanation. With
an internal representation of those reasoning patterns, agents are able to build
and communicate explanations represented in a computational representation
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for arguments, which is useful when the system requires agents to provide ex-
planations to other software agents.

In order to provide explanations to human users, agents use natural language
templates for argumentation schemes [29] to translate those arguments to natural
language arguments, then using those arguments to build and provide natural
language explanations to human users.

Continuing our example, below, we demonstrate 1 of the 40 domain-specific
rules10 modelled by experts in order to establish the reasoning pattern necessary
to bed allocation in the multi-agent application described in Section 3. These
rules are used by the semantic reasoner to provide the answer used by the assis-
tant agents when building the explanation from our running scenario.

Argumentation Scheme for Unsuitable Beds (AS4UB): “Patient P is
of care C1 (premise). Bed B is of care care C2 (premise). Care C1 is different
of care C2 (premise). Bed B is unsuitable for patient P (conclusion)”.

This argumentation scheme is extracted from the below SWRL rule available
in the ontology used in the multi-agent application.

Patient(?P), Hospital_Bed(?B), is-care(?P,?C1), bed-is-care(?B,?C2),
DifferentFrom(?C1,?C2) -> is-unsuitable-for(?B,?P)

When the assistant agent queries the semantic reasoners, asking if a particular
bed 101b is unsuitable for the patient patient2 – is_unsuitable_for(101b,
patient2) – looking for validating the operator allocation, the semantic rea-
soner will answer that query with the trace of computational steps used to make
the inference. From the answer provided by the semantic reasoner, our approach
automatically translates the inference rules contained in that answer to argu-
mentation schemes, according the representation required by the argumentation-
based framework from [31], i.e., using defeasible inference rules represented by
the predicate defeasible_rule(Conclusion,Premises), in which Conclusion
represents the conclusion of the rule, and Premises the set of premises used
in the body of that particular rule. For example, the argumentation scheme
presented in this section is internally represented by agents as follows:

defeasible_rule(is_unsuitable_for(B,P), [patient(P), hospital_Bed(B),
is_care(P,C1), bed_is_care(B,C2), differentFrom(C1,C2)])[as(as4ub)]

Thus, when agents need to communicate an explanation to another software
agent, for example, to explain why bed 101b is unsuitable to patient patient2,
according to our running scenario, they are going to build an explanation using
the computational representation for arguments introduced in Section 2.2, using
the argumentation-based framework [31, 28].

10 All rules are available at https://github.com/DeboraEngelmann/
explaining-ontological-reasoning/blob/main/base_rules.md
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explanation(is_unsuitable_for(101b,patient2),
[defeasible_rule(bed_is_care(101a,semi-intensive-care),[...])[as(as4bc1)],
defeasible_rule(bedroom_is_care(101,semi-intensive-care),[...])[as(as4br)],
defeasible_rule(bed_is_care(101b,semi-intensive-care),[...])[as(as4bc2)],
defeasible_rule(is_unsuitable_for(101b,patient2), [patient(patient2),

hospital_Bed(101b), is_care(patient2,minimal-care),
bed_is_care(101b,semi-intensive-care),
differentFrom(minimal-care,semi-intensive-care)])[as(as4ub)]])}

To build the explanation presented above11, agents query their belief base for
the predicate they are interested to provide an explanation for, using argument(Q,
Arg) with Q the queried predicate, and Arg a free variable that will unify with
the argument supporting Q. This query uses the argumentation-based frame-
work [31], which looks for argumentation schemes that infer that particular
queried information, using the information available to the agent to instantiate
argumentation schemes, building an argument that supports the queried infor-
mation. In our scenario, Arg unifies with the set of arguments (or chained/complex
argument) presented above, supporting is_unsuitable_for(101b,patient2).

When it is necessary to communicate with human users, agents are able
to build natural language explanations, translating the computational repre-
sentation of arguments to natural language arguments, using natural language
templates for argumentation schemes, as we describe in the next section.

5.1 Translating Arguments to Natural Language Explanations

When agents need to communicate an explanation in natural language, they use
the plan +!translateToNaturalLanguage that implements how agents trans-
late arguments from a computational representation to natural language, then
aggregating those natural language arguments into an explanation. As it can be
observed in Section 3, an explanation might be a sequence of arguments (also con-
sidered as a chained/complex argument). Thus +!translateToNaturalLanguage
receives a list of one or more arguments (each one of those arguments are in-
stances of an argumentation scheme), and then it translates each computational
argument to a corresponding natural language argument, recovering the nat-
ural language template to the argumentation scheme used to instantiate that
particular argument and returning its natural language representation.

6 Related Work and Conclusions

Explainablility has become a central topic in AI, and the literature of MAS
exploring explainability has significantly increased in the last few year, mostly
of it focusing on the health domain [16, 2, 21, 5, 7]. Also, interesting work ex-
ploring the integration of ontologies and MAS has been developed, for example,
AgentSpeakDL [24], and CooL-AgentSpeak [23].
11 We omitted the premises of argumentation schemes we did not present in this paper.

All argumentation schemes are available in the GitHub repository.
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While our approach is inspired by much of these works, to the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first to propose that intelligent agents are able
to explain the reasoning executed externally by semantic reasoners. Also, our
approach is the first to propose an internal representation for SWRL rules using
argumentation schemes in MAS, which allows agents to understand and manip-
ulate those reasoning patterns that were only processed by semantic reasoners
at the ontology level.

In this paper, we proposed an approach in which agents are able to build
explanations based on answers received from semantic reasoners about their
queries. Explanations can be communicated to both software agents and human
users, using a computational or a natural language representation for explana-
tions, respectively.

Our approach is based on the idea that inference rules contained in answers
obtained from queries to semantic reasoners can be translated into argumen-
tation schemes that agents are able to understand and manipulate using the
argumentation-based framework from [31, 28]. Thus, agents can instantiate ar-
guments from argumentation schemes, using them for reasoning and communica-
tion. Furthermore, using natural language templates for argumentation schemes,
agents are able to translate the computational representation of arguments into
natural language arguments. Thus, they are able not only to build explanations
for other software agents but also for human users.

Combining the approach presented in this work with other technologies used
for human-agent interactions [10] allowed us to achieve the natural language
dialogue presented in Section 3, which is part of a real-world multi-agent appli-
cation (under development) that aims to help human operators in the process
of bed allocation in hospitals.
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